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…’Round and 'round and 'round we spin…

The Guns of April
The United States and the NATO powers of Europe have set into motion a
chain of events that is leading to World
War III.

Despite the massive and mounting infusion of military equipment into Ukraine
—Washington has shipped more than
$3.7 billion worth of weaponry since the
beginning of the war—the regime in
Kiev has not been able to orchestrate
the decisive defeat of Russia. The danger, seen from the standpoint of the US
and NATO, is that Russia will be able to
consolidate its control over Eastern
Ukraine and the Black Sea coast. If the
Ukrainian forces do not drive forward,
then the advantage, at least from a military standpoint, shifts to Russia.

In her famed work on the outbreak of
World War I, The Guns of August, Barbara Tuchman detailed how miscalculations, the ubiquitous belief in a brief and
winnable conflict, and irreversible tactical maneuvers—the “ifs, errors, and
commitments”—accumulated as the
imperialist powers dragged the workers
of Europe into the snarl of the trenches
and the slaughter of the Great War.
A similar dynamic is unfolding in the
US-NATO conflict with Russia. The USsupplied howitzers and massive deployment of weapons into Ukraine are
sounding the Guns of April.
In mid-March, US President Joe Biden
repeatedly stated that he would not allow direct conflict between the United States and Russia, because “that would mean World War III.” A month
later, this is precisely what the Biden administration is
doing.

The pretense that the US and NATO are not at war with
Russia has also “melted away.” Former US Army Europe Commander Ben Hodges stated on Sunday that
the US aim in the conflict was “breaking the back” of
Russia.

On Tuesday, US Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin
presided over a meeting of the representatives of forty
nations in a council of war assembled by Washington
on its Ramstein Air Base in Germany, the headquarters
for the US Air Force in Europe and the NATO Air Command.

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov responded, accusing the United States of pressuring the Ukrainian
government to sabotage peace talks and of conducting
a proxy war in Ukraine. He warned that there was a “serious, real” danger of nuclear war. Austin dismissed
Lavrov’s warning as “dangerous and unhelpful.”

Austin, fresh from a visit to war-torn Kiev, confirmed that
the war in Ukraine is a war between US and NATO, on
the one hand, and Russia, on the other. He announced
that Washington would be assembling every month
going forward a comparable international gathering of
high-ranking military figures—which he termed the
Ukrainian Contact Group—to “focus on winning” the
conflict with Russia.

What nonsense! Washington assembles a war camp
and states that it aims to “break the back” of Russia.
When Russia responds that such language and goals
raise the danger of nuclear war, Washington declares
this to be … unhelpful.

The aims of the war are now clear. The bloodshed in
Ukraine was not provoked to defend its technical right
to join NATO, but rather was prepared, instigated and
massively escalated in order to destroy Russia as a significant military force and to overthrow its government.
Ukraine is a pawn in this conflict, and its population is
cannon fodder.
The Ramstein war council was organized to plot the
next stage in this scheme. Prior to and in the aftermath
of the meeting, the US and other NATO powers announced the deployment of advanced weaponry to
Ukraine, including anti-tank missiles, tanks and tactical
drones.
The Contact Group, Austin declared, must “move at the
speed of war.” In accordance with this direction, Germany announced Tuesday that it would deliver an unspecified number of Flakpanzer Gepard “anti-aircraft
cannon tanks,” while Canada reported that it would be
sending M777 howitzers, anti-tank munitions and armored vehicles. “The distinction limiting escalatory
weapons,” which existed in the first weeks of the war,
Air Force Magazine noted, “appears to have melted
away.”

The United States has made clear that it aims to crush
Russia and topple its government. Faced with such an
existential threat, the use of nuclear weapons becomes
a tactic the Russian ruling class will weigh. Washington
is determined to win the war, the Putin government is
determined to prevent that from happening. There is no
way out for either side but escalation. Lavrov is in fact
correct: nuclear war is a real and serious danger.
The real driving forces behind the war have emerged in
the course of the conflict. The US and NATO powers
goaded Russia into invading Ukraine, refusing to negotiate over Russia’s demand that Ukraine not be made a
member of NATO. Russia termed its invasion a special
operation, signaling that it intended a contained, tactical
maneuver to stabilize its position in the region.
The US, however, would not allow such a rearrangement and sought either to sink Russia in the
quagmire of a “grinding occupation,” or to organize its
defeat. To this end, Washington worked to undermine all
eﬀorts at a negotiated settlement. The rhetoric of Washington justifying this policy has deepened the conflict.
Biden accused Putin of war crimes, then of genocide,
and called for regime change in Moscow. Each new
formulation had an irreversible, escalatory character, a
click in the ratchet of war.

The development of the conflict, set in
motion in the Oval Oﬃce and deliberated in the Kremlin, is increasingly in the
hands of military men and it is reaching
a point of no return. A decisive defeat of
Russia in the conflict requires the ever
more direct involvement of the NATO
powers themselves, up to and including
the deployment of troops.
With its arms shipments, sweeping declarations and
councils of war, the United States has staked its entire
credibility on the defeat of Russia in this conflict. “The
stakes reach beyond Ukraine and even beyond
Europe,” Austin declared on Tuesday. The fate of American hegemony, including the credibility of its threats
against China, hangs in the balance. The reckless decisions made by Washington have thus become the major
premise in the logic of further escalation.
Washington drags behind it the major powers of Europe, as it assembles, with the hubris of empire, a war
camp on the continent. Britain has been deeply complicit in every escalatory step, and Germany and France
are taking up their assigned roles. Washington gathers
the military conspirators on a US airbase in Germany,
the country which once launched Operation Barbarossa, holds the Germans as virtual bystanders, and
plots its war with Russia.
The leaders of the imperialist powers, above all the US,
are proceeding with a recklessness bordering on criminal insanity. But it is a recklessness that arises out of
class interests and the logic of the capitalist crisis. Driving the escalation of the conflict are not only geopolitical interests but, even more significantly, the intractable
economic, social and political crisis in every major capitalist country, above all the United States.
As was the case with World War I, the same contradictions that give rise to imperialist war also provide the
impulse for world socialist revolution. Even as the war
develops, mass protests and working class struggles
are erupting throughout the world, fueled by the surge
in inflation and historically unprecedented levels of social inequality.
The plans for world war are being implemented entirely
behind the backs of the population. Workers must be
alerted to the danger, and the growing struggles
throughout the world fused with the fight against imperialist war and the capitalist nation-state system.
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W h e r e ' s a C o p W h e n Yo u N e e d O n e ?
We all know the drill, 19 children murdered by an assault
rifle, tearful people with pictures of their loved ones , held to
their chests, crying, as opportunistic reporters try to get
them to show emotion. The NRA is holds a meeting, the
podium will be filled with people, blaming everything on
mentally unstable people, not on availability of automatic
weapons. Fingers will wag, oaths will be taken, more tears
will be shed, venture capitalists will sell us bullet proof
schoolbags, new laws will be brought to the Senate and
NOTHING WILL CHANGE.
Automatic weapons are obsolete, they are only good for shooting unarmed people in
massive numbers. The second amendment was passed to ensure the people could
fight back a repressive government. The government now has weapons that could
liquefy people from satellites in outer space. There are surveillance cameras everywhere The second amendment has to be rewritten to include the right to own armored tanks, heavy artillery, weaponized drones, a sophisticated tracking system
and the ability to wage war from space. Anything short of that doesn't make it. it's
the 21st century. Watch the footage of today's insurrections. Who's winning? the
automatic rifled rebels or the Government.
And, don't expect the police to help you. The police force does not consist mainly of
overzealous, power hungry, sadistic people. The force is made up of people just like
you and me, lazy, fat, with less than average intelligence, with a few major diﬀer-

ences: they carry guns, tasers, mace, handcuﬀs, billy clubs and dress in body armor.
It's no wonder the police rank 25th on the list of dangerous professions.
If you file a disability claim your chances of getting it are in the 20th percentile. If you
are in law enforcement and have a strong union to help you, the number jumps to
over 90 percent. Most new recruits are poorly educated and looking for a way to
make a good living, retire after 20 years and collect a nice pension.
In the military the acronym is LIFER, "lazy ineﬃcient fuck oﬀ expecting retirement.”
From the time one joins the department, the message is protect yourself first, not the
public You can test for IQ, you can test for physical attributes, but you cannot test for
heroism or commitment. You are instructed never to risk your life. you call in for back
up on the simplest of traﬃc stops. The object is to wait until you have overwhelmingly superior fire power, then you go in and assert yourself. The disgraceful display of
police action out of Uvalde was not unusual, it's standard operational procedure. the
police are no longer even interested in protecting the people who are supporting
them, the political elites. January 6 showed us that they have no loyalty, the only time
they pull out all the stops is when one of their own is attacked.
They are mostly interested in feathering their nests for retirement, joining Swat teams,
policing demonstrations, and getting paid overtime for mundane duties occupies
most of their time. Their main job is to act as social umpires ensuring that poor people don't end up urinating on rich peoples lawns. Don't blame them for protecting
their self interest. It's every man for himself.
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